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Background

•Computer Science projects in classroom settings
tend to be disconnected from the real world.

•Many competent students leave the major
because they are discouraged by the lack of
relevance for what they learn.[Carter (2006)]

•This problem can be acute for women in
Computer Science, since real-world application is
their primary motivation.[Fisher et al. (1997)]

• How can we improve the relevancy of
these introductory projects and engage
beginning CS students?

Solution
We propose simple-yet-powerful client libraries
to introduce real-time, contextualizing web data
into undergraduate projects.

Example Problem Transformation

1 Read a list of records from a file and add them
to a doubly linked list, in order of appearance.

2 Remove records whose field X is greater than 3.
3 Print the lists before and after the removal.

Becomes
1 Write a program that uses the Business Service
to recommend restaraunts in Blacksburg.

2 Ask if the user is a "student" or "teacher".
3 If they are a "student", print the three cheapest
businesses. Otherwise, print the three most
expensive businesses.

Data Sources

Figure: RealTimeWeb Infrastructure

Client Library Usage Examples
Java - Reddit Data

1 Reddit reddit = new Reddit ();
// Synchronous Response

3 try {
Post [] posts=reddit. getPosts ();

5 System.out. println (posts);
} catch ( RedditException e) {

7 System.err. println (e);
}

9 // Asynchronous Response
reddit. getPosts (new Listener () {

11 public onSuccess (Post [] posts){
System.out. println (posts);

13 }
public onFailure ( Exception e){

15 System.err. println (e);
}});

Python - Weather Data

import weather_service as weather
2 from sys import exit
# Synchronous Response

4 print weather . get_weather ()
# Asynchronous Response

6 weather . get_weather (
on_success = print ,

8 on_failure = exit)

Scheme/Racket - Business Data

( require service / business )
2 (define LOC " Blacksburg ")
; Synchronous Response

4 ( get-businesses LOC)
; Asynchronous Response

6 ( get-businesses LOC display )

Overview of Usage Sequence

The labelled, black arrows in the diagram to the left
demonstrate how the RealTimeWeb infrastructure is
used by professors and students.
•First, a Professor or other domain expert (1)

designs a new client library interface based on the
Real-Time Data Source.

•The RealTimeWeb Generator website uses this
interface to collect and (2) cache data from the
Data Source.

•A new Client Library is (3) generated for the
desired target language, based on the interface and
bundled with the cached data. Client libraries will
be available in Java, Python, and Scheme/Racket.

• Students (4) use the Client Library for a class
project involving the Data Source.

•The Client Library handles all (5a) access to the
Data Source, insulating Students from complicated
network protocols.

•Alternatively, Students can direct the Client
Library to (5b) access the Local Cache instead
of the online Data Source, in order to work offline.

Future Work
•Expand the list of Real-Time Data Sources.
•Develop the RealTimeWeb Generator website.
•Deploy client libraries in classrooms to
measure their effect on student engagement.
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